
BABY MAFIA 811 

Chapter 811 - 'So Good To Me' 

Early in the morning, Ainsley woke up feeling refreshed. It is her birthday today, and everything has 

been prepared. 

 

Today, there will be four parties held in one day. 

 

The first would be the secret party held in the morning where only the Sloan Family's higher-ups could 

attend. 

 

The second was a public party for all members of the Sloan Family, starting from the family members to 

mafia members. 

 

It would be quite a big party, and that's why it started right at lunch until an hour before tea time. 

 

Then, tea time arrived, and Ainsley would entertain her friends and close people who didn't belong to 

the Sloan Family. 

 

Lastly, at night, she would hold a huge banquet for all kinds of forces. 

 

Such a schedule would undoubtedly make Ainsley tired, but she was already prepared. 

 

The morning party started at eight o'clock and would end at ten o'clock. She had two hours to rest while 

the others prepared for the noon party. 

 

The baby woke up at seven, and she quickly went to take a bath but didn't eat breakfast yet. Breakfast 

would be served along with the morning party. 

 

The maids had woken up the moment the sun rose from the horizon, and all of them were busy 

attending the little boss. 

 



"Happy birthday, little boss!" 

 

"Happy birthday, family head! Now you're four years old!" 

 

The maids congratulated Ainsley one by one as they changed Ainsley's clothes into a cute pink sailor 

uniform. 

 

The clothes were what the Sloan Family's higher-ups chose for Ainsley to wear at the morning party. 

 

Ainsley looked at her long twin-tail hairstyle, coupled with the cute pink sailor uniform...her cuteness 

seemed to explode. 

 

Ainsley couldn't help but giggle before retracting her gaze from the mirror. After that, she looked at the 

maids around her and started to speak. 

 

"Thank you, Anne. Thank You, Mia. Thank you, Siska…" Ainsley smiled widely as she thanked the maids 

sincerely. 

 

These people were all ordinary people, not ability users, but they're really kind and attentive toward 

her. 

 

Those maids who used to mock her behind her back had been fired a long time ago, and this batch of 

servants was all kind-hearted. 

 

The Sloan Family seemed to have been cleaned thoroughly, and only leaving behind a healthy 

environment for all the members. 

 

After thanking the maids, Ainsley walked around the vast mansion for an hour, receiving congratulations 

from all people who met her. 

 

Of course, most of them were busy preparing for the noon party, because it would be held at the 

backyard and all members could attend. 



 

Such a huge party with more than 3000 people attending… 

 

Even the various troops assigned to various places were allowed to go back to the mansion and attend 

the party for a few hours before returning to their posts. 

 

Of course, no one would be stupid enough to offend the Sloan Family now. 

 

So, it didn't matter if the Sloan Family left those important territories for a few hours without guards. 

 

After all, even if the enemy tried to take their territories within those few hours, their people could 

easily take back the territories. 

 

The others also wouldn't be so dumb not to know about this. 

 

Thus, the members were all waiting for the noon party, and even those assigned at Pandora Island 

rushed back to the mansion through Port Island's Teleportal to the capital. 

 

After patrolling the mansion and greeting her contracted monsters inside her dimensional bracelet, 

Ainsley finally went to the dining hall fifteen minutes before eight o'clock. 

 

The people who would attend the morning party were all already inside the dining hall, with various 

kinds of food prepared on the long table. 

 

Colourful decorations, pretty flowers and balloons filled up the whole elegant dining room, turning it 

slightly childish. 

 

At the corner of the dining hall, one would sew a tree made of stacked up presents wrapped in various 

pretty wrapping papers. 

 

Those gifts were the gifts carefully prepared by the Sloan Family's higher-ups, all for Ainsley. 



 

They even played a soothing yet cheerful music to ease up the atmosphere, and each of them dressed 

up meticulously. 

 

The morning party's theme was navy, and so, many of the oldies wore handsome navy uniforms, sailor 

uniforms, and all sorts of water-related clothing. 

 

The women were either wearing a mermaid dress, a cute sailor uniform, or sea creature-themed 

costumes. 

 

The whole dining hall was also decorated with various ocean-themed accessories such as fishes, corals, 

shells, and so on. 

 

There were even a lot of fragrant bubbles flying in the air, looking so pretty under the pearl chandelier. 

 

Yes, these oldies even changed the crystal chandelier into a pearl chandelier! 

 

They also replaced the seats with shell-shaped chairs of various colours. 

 

The long table was made to look as if it was a long stone buried underwater. The carpet in the dining 

room was changed into a soothing light blue colour. 

 

They even placed a large aquarium at the side, as a decoration. The aquarium was full of small yet pretty 

fishes, swimming around here and there. 

 

The plants in the room even changed to plastic seaweed or synthetic coral-like plants! 

 

When Ainsley opened the door to the dining hall before she could even speak or do anything, the people 

inside instantly shouted at the same time. 

 

"Happy birthday, little boss!" 



 

Confetti popped up above Ainsley's head and countless colorful small papers rained down the baby's 

head. 

 

But many colourful bubbles also followed along with the papers, looking so beautiful that Ainsley 

couldn't help but gasp. 

 

"Everyone…" The baby looked at the fifty or so people in the room, and her eyes suddenly felt moist. 

 

She was really, really touched by these people's meticulous planning on her birthday. 

 

'You guys...are so good to me!' 

Chapter 812 - 'Various Unique Gifts' 

In Ainsley's original world, her family never cared about making a birthday party for her. 

 

They would just go out to eat delicious dinner, and that's it. 

 

So, this might be the first time Ainsley held a birthday party and her people even worked hard to please 

her. 

 

Ainsley didn't want to cry on such a good day, so she immediately held back her tears and walked to the 

dining table with a face full of smiles. 

 

"Thank you, everyone!" 

 

The baby then started to talk to each person in the room, starting with Elliana, Grandpa Yofan, the five 

buds, and so on. 

 

While chatting, the group casually sat on their seats and breakfast was served. 

 



The breakfast also followed the ocean theme, but it was mainly cutely-shaped desserts. 

 

Even the drinks were all unique, and Ainsley couldn't help but laugh at such a cute breakfast. 

 

"These are so cute! Ain likes it a lot!" 

 

Ainsley laughed merrily and started to eat the desserts, occasionally praising the patisserie. 

 

The group also prepared a huge dolphin-shaped cake for her, and the baby ruthlessly cut the dolphin 

and distributed the sweet cake to the people in the room. 

 

"Hehehe, eat, eat! The cake is sweet!" 

 

After breakfast, and everyone was full, it was finally time to open the gifts! 

 

Ainsley energetically started to tear open the large boxes stacked up to create a huge 'Christmas' tree at 

the corner. 

 

"So many gifts...you guys are really going all-out." Ainsley smiled wryly at the size of these gifts. 

 

There were only fifty gifts, but the boxes even made two 'Christmas' trees, and they were so tall that the 

boxes touched the ceiling! 

 

Ainsley even had to ask for their help to get the boxes down and opened them one by one. 

 

"Wow! This...is this the newest game console launched by the neighbouring country? I heard that it's 

not open to the market yet!" 

 

Ainsley's eyes shone as she looked at the VR game equipment in front of her. 

 



It was a full-body capsule created following her exact measurement, so it was actually not even as big as 

half of the original size. 

 

Yet the cute white and pink colour of the VR game body capsule touched Ainsley's heart. 

 

It was obviously a custom! 

 

And the one who bought this for her was actually Grandpa Yofan… 

 

"Thank you, Grandpa! Love you!" 

 

Ainsley grinned from ear to ear as she continued to unpack the boxes. 

 

There was this huge jade sculpture of her riding Cellino's beast form, looking so elegant, cute, yet 

overbearing…. 

 

"Ahhh, what a good jade statue! Love it!" 

 

Another gift was a cute little metallic boat that she could use to play at the lake… 

 

"Woaahhhh, so cool!" 

 

Their Sloan family also had a lake not too far from the mansion. Ainsley could use the boat there. 

 

Another person gave Ainsley a unique hologram scenery device. 

 

"This hologram scenery is so pretty and real…" 

 

Someone else's gift was a unique and rare tree that one could only find on the non-human races' 

continent. 



 

"The tree is so cute and pretty!" 

 

Elliana gave Ainsley a seemingly simple gift– a blazing purple-black fire trapped inside a huge, good-

looking crystal tube. 

 

But this fire was clearly Elliana's on fire, and it didn't die down even when she didn't keep on using her 

fire ability. 

 

Ainsley didn't know how Elliana made this gift, but it was really precious for Ainsley. 

 

The fire always kept her warm, and it was so beautiful that Ainsley was fascinated. 

 

"Thank you, El...this is really good. So good." 

 

Marietta gave Ainsley a new dress made from a super rare plant material that she created by herself. 

 

"So cute, ah! Marietta, you're so talented!" 

 

Jevon surprisingly gave a cute handmade Cellino cat-sized doll. 

 

"I didn't know you can create plushies, Jevon…" 

 

Ethania made a custom pink shark-shaped gun that could shoot real bullets aside from shooting bubbles. 

 

Ainsley's lips twitched as she thanked Ethania. 

 

"I will definitely use the gun well." 

 



Nouvan gave Ainsley a crystal ball, and inside the crystal ball, one could see a snowstorm clashing with a 

blazing red-orange fire. 

 

But the two abilities strangely created a beautiful visual effect. 

 

The crystal ball could even shrink and become a necklace's pendant or a bracelet's accessory. 

 

It was also obviously hand-made by Nouvan himself since his ability was fire and ice, plus healing. 

 

The crystal ball should be his unique barrier ability. 

 

Nouvan had many abilities but because he's a precious healer, people sometimes ignored his fire, ice, 

and barrier ability. 

 

Only at this moment did Ainsley realize that Nouvan was way more powerful than she thought. 

 

"So pretty. Nouvan, you're really good! Thank you!" 

 

Moving on to the others...Alvaro gave Ainsley a breath-taking performance by summoning a lot of weird 

creatures from other worlds. 

 

Ainsley could even touch the creatures, talk to them, and experience a lot of things she hadn't 

experienced before. 

 

To make this performance for Ainsley, Alvaro wasted a lot of energy and even had to sacrifice some 

things in the dark, but the young man was willing. 

 

"Thank you so much, Alvaro. I will never forget this experience!" 

 

The other higher-ups also gave Ainsley many unique and useful gifts, most of them either customized, 

hand-made, or extremely unique. 



 

The morning party ended with Ainsley filling her 'private treasury' with all these gifts. 

 

One of the people there gave her a new spatial storage necklace, and the space size was so big that it 

almost shocked Ainsley. 

 

With that, Ainsley moved all her gifts into the necklace and proudly wore the chain that the person gave 

to her. 

 

She didn't know that this person had to run around the Godlif country, even going abroad to buy this 

necklace… 

Chapter 813 - 'The Godfathers Hidden Desire' 

After the morning party ended, the group immediately let the servants clean the dining hall before going 

to the backyard to prepare for the noon party. 

 

At this moment, all the Sloan Family members had arrived at the backyard, and all of them were so 

excited as they prepared the venue. 

 

That many people all gathering at the backyard really was noisy, but Ainsley only smiled as she listened 

to the excitement from her bedroom. 

 

Even Cellino was gone to prepare for the noon party and said that he would give her a gift at the noon 

party. 

 

As for the Godfather and Zev? The two of them were gone, and Ainsley didn't even know where they 

were going. 

 

All she knew was that they looked at her solemnly before leaving and spoke earnestly. 

 

[We will be back soon. We have to do something important.] 

 

Ainsley believed that the so-called important thing should be something related to the Godfather's past. 



 

Who would have known that the two of them went to find a birthday gift for Ainsley? 

 

And because they're both spirits, they knew they couldn't bring the gift on their own and went to find 

Rie for help. 

 

Anyway, Rie could see the Godfather and could help him. 

 

The pitiful one was Zev, who was invisible to everyone except for the Godfather and Ainsley. 

 

It could only look up at the Godfather and try to be cute. 

 

[Dave, Dave, help me, okay? You can tell Grandma Rie to pick up the gift I found...okay, okay?] 

 

The Godfather looked at Zev's toddler form and had a slight mischievous thought. 

 

The young man hooked the corner of his lips and readily agreed. 

 

[Okay, but change to your original form and let this lord see your original form. It's been so long since 

the last time this lord saw your true appearance.] 

 

As for what the Godfather wanted to do to Zev after Zev regained his adult form… 

 

The Godfather had an evil smirk as he watched Zev obediently turning back into his adult form. 

 

The young man was still dressed like the usual, wearing an ancient china's costume for men, long black 

hair tied up with a jade hair crown, and even holding a paper fan… 

 

The Godfather was a bit emotional when he saw Zev like this. 

 



Clearly, for so many years, he had hidden some secret thoughts toward Zev. 

 

But because the young man was a system's spirit, and he was just a human, the Godfather hid his 

ambiguous feelings toward Zev. 

 

Now...he actually became a spirit, just like Zev. He could touch Zev and could be with him for quite a 

long time… 

 

But he forgot to do anything because the young man suddenly changed his appearance to that of a one-

year-old toddler. 

 

How could he have any thoughts toward a toddler?? 

 

Only now did he thought of luring Zev into his trap by relying on Ainsley's birthday. 

 

Zev quickly regained his youthful appearance and looked at the Godfather with hopeful eyes. 

 

[Well, there you go. Now help me, please? I really want to give something to my host!] 

 

Actually, Zev had always wanted to give the Godfather a birthday gift when the Godfather was still alive. 

 

But he's the spirit of the system... no one could see him. No one could touch him. 

 

Even if he prepared a gift, he had to ask the Godfather to travel far away to pick up the gift. 

 

After all, he couldn't touch material things, and there were few goods that didn't require money and 

would be good for a gift. 

 

Unfortunately, these goods would always be something that grew in various dangerous environments. 

 



How could he risk the Godfather's life on his own birthday? He couldn't do that. 

 

And so, he had never given anything to the Godfather and only congratulated him or secretly sneaked 

some items from the system's shop. 

 

Even when he was terribly punished by the rules because of that. 

 

But now, since he had another host and the Godfather actually became a spirit...he could ask Ainsley for 

help, right? 

 

Of course, right now, he really wanted to give a gift to Ainsley. This was the first time he gave something 

to his host. 

 

His previous hosts have never had this privilege due to various circumstances and limitations. 

 

But now, he could! 

 

Zev had already prepared something and only needed Rie to pick it up. 

 

He was so excited to ask for Rie's help that he obeyed the Godfather's request without thinking too 

much. 

 

Little did he know that the Godfather had simply been waiting to 'eat' him…. 

 

Let's not talk about the miserable Zev and the Godfather's joy. While the duo was out to get a gift for 

Ainsley, the mansion was bustling with excitement. 

 

All Sloan Family members from various territories had arrived, and all of them gathered in the backyard. 

 

To celebrate Ainsley's birthday, the people at the mansion built a stage for Ainsley while they crowded 

below, each of them with a gift in hand. 



 

If the gift were too large, they would keep the gift inside their spatial storage device. 

 

Ainsley didn't know that close to 5.000 members prepared gifts for her, and she would be buried in a 

mountain of gifts… 

 

It was finally twelve o'clock, and the noon party should have started. 

 

Ainsley went to the backyard with Cellino in her arms. Her face couldn't help but flush excitedly as she 

quickened her speed. 

 

For the noon party, Ainsley wore her iconic pink uniform and the Sloan Family's dolphin emblem. 

 

With such a cute look and a neatly-tied ponytail, the baby walked to the backyard but hadn't even 

entered the backyard when countless confetti suddenly filled the sky. 

 

"Happy birthday, boss!" 

Chapter 814 - 'Trending Hashtag & Noon Party' 

"Happy birthday, boss!" 

 

Almost 5.000 people shouted this sentence at the same time. The whole backyard was full of their 

voices! 

 

Even the people outside of the Sloan Family's main territory could somehow hear their shouting, and all 

of them smiled wryly. 

 

Ah, it's their landlord's 4th birthday! 

 

Ainsley didn't know that the internet was also bustling, especially the mafia society's exclusive channel. 

 



Ainsley's name might not be as famous as the top celebrities in the eyes of ordinary people and ability 

users. 

 

But in the eyes of the mafias, she's even more famous than the mafia council. 

 

And so, everyone kind of knew the baby's birth date, which was today! 

 

Today, she's turning four years old. The baby grew a tinyyyyy bit taller, and also became a tinyyyy bit 

fatter. 

 

The whole mafia society was busy celebrating the baby's birthday on the internet. 

 

[Happy birthday, little boss!] 

 

[Happy birthday! I can't give anything, but I'll send some flowers to the Sloan Family's main territory!] 

 

Many netizens also expressed their excitement about the miracle baby and surprisingly even made the 

hashtag trending. 

 

#Happybirthdaylittleboss quickly climbed the trending ranking and firmly occupied third place. 

 

Many ordinary people, ability users, and people abroad who didn't know about Ainsley were curious 

when they saw the trending ranking. 

 

Curious people tried to see what was going on, and after knowing the truth, most of them were in 

disbelief. 

 

It turned out there was such a genius baby?? Is she a superhero?? 

 

Of course, if there were fans, there would be haters. 



 

On Ainsley's birthday, the haters who didn't believe that such a baby existed also tried to bully the baby 

on the internet. 

 

Another hashtag quietly went up the trending ranking and occupied the top 10. 

 

#fakebabymafiaboss aroused many netizens' curiosity, and they also knew about the dispute. 

 

The people on the internet watched the two sides scolding each other. 

 

Some joined the fight for fun, some only wanted to gossip and some were converted into Ainsley's fans. 

 

They started to watch all sorts of articles and videos circling in the mafia channel, and suddenly felt that 

not all mafias were that bad. 

 

If their landlord was a mafia and she's like this baby...they didn't mind! Really! 

 

At the same time, a large number of passersby were kind enough not to bully a child, regardless whether 

the news was true or not. 

 

They quietly congratulated the baby for her 4th birthday and quickly liked its cute photo circulating on 

the internet. 

 

The Sloan Family's official website and social media saw all these commotions and also replied to some 

congratulatory messages on behalf of Ainsley. 

 

Ainsley didn't even know that their family had an official account on various social media platforms… 

 

Right now, the baby was still shocked by her people's sudden shout, even more shocked by the confetti 

that suddenly sounded all over the venue. 

 



Countless colourful thin papers rained down the backyard, looking so pretty even when it was a bit 

childish. 

 

Many balloons also quietly soared to the sky, followed by all types of animal-shaped paper lanterns. 

 

The members didn't light up the lanterns since it was afternoon, and the sky was clear, but the sight was 

still so beautiful that Ainsley felt like crying. 

 

"Everyone...thank you." The baby murmured as she went to the stage with Cellino in her hands. 

 

The stage was already decorated with countless accessories, and there was even a huge cake there. 

 

The cake was bigger than the one Ainsley ate in the morning. 

 

It was so big that maybe the height was around two-three meters, and a few barriers protected it. 

 

The cake was meant to be divided with 5.000 people, so it was not a wonder that the cake became that 

big. 

 

Ainsley happily cut the corner of the cake and gave the first slice to Cellino, before getting the servants 

to quickly divide the cake. 

 

At the same time, countless long wooden tables had been prepared in the backyard, similar to those in 

the Harry Potter movie– the Hogward's dining hall. 

 

With the long tables, the 5.000 members could squeeze in and enjoyed a lavish lunch banquet that the 

logistics department had prepared. 

 

Each small group had at least 4-5 types of dishes, and the dishes were all served on the long table. 

 

Everyone could sit down to chat and eat, really enjoying the birthday party. 



 

Seeing this, Ainsley was so touched that she really almost cried. 

 

She looked for the logistics department which prepared the lavish banquet and thanked the staff. 

 

"Thank you. With this, everyone can really celebrate my birthday." 

 

The noon party was really a big event, even bigger than the planned night banquet. It wasted a lot of 

money just to treat all 5.000 members for good food, but Ainsley didn't even mind that bit of money. 

 

When she looked at the happy faces of the 5.000 members below the stage, she couldn't help but smile. 

 

The birthday party somehow became a place for old and new members to socialize, and everyone 

became even closer than before. 

 

The mafia family rarely did things like this, and even the nobles would have never held a party and 

invited all the people working for their family. 

 

Only the mercenary team would do this, and they also would only invite the whole team members, not 

the whole mercenary guild itself. 

 

Such a large party to treat the mafia members was something that not even the Walter Family had done 

before. 

 

Ainsley was influenced by her old world's culture, and there, even big companies should hold such a 

large party involving all the employees once a year. 

 

The purpose was to better integrate the employees to the company and create a better working 

environment. 

 

Ainsley adopted this culture! 



Chapter 815 - 'Everyone Wants To Join The Sloan Family' 

The fact proved that the employees would be more loyal and hardworking for this kind of company that 

cared about their happiness and well-being. 

 

This was one of the reasons why the Sloan Family was so united, and the mafia members were all so 

loyal to their little boss. 

 

Many mafia families started to wonder whether they should adopt the same kind of strategy to keep the 

members' loyalty. 

 

Obviously, many ability users were moved and joined the Sloan Family out of many other forces because 

of the good treatment. 

 

The high-ranking mafia and other elite forces even found out that ability users who had never joined any 

forces before or wouldn't work for the mafia… 

 

They surprisingly wanted to join the Sloan Family. 

 

The question is– why? 

 

The ability users immediately replied with full enthusiasm. 

 

"My uncle joins the Sloan Family for three months already, and he often tells me about the Sloan 

Family." 

 

Well, it's not like Ainsley forbade the members from telling outsiders. These things weren't a secret, 

anyway. 

 

"My uncle said that the Sloan Family is really innovative." 

 

"How innovative?" 



 

"Well, they have a neat contribution and mission system, directly lessening the injustice toward 

newbies!" 

 

"Right, right. My niece also said that. Obviously, this system is even better than the one used in the 

mercenary guild." 

 

"Eh, why, why?" 

 

"Because the Sloan Family created an internal app to manage all of these!" 

 

"Look, look, you won't believe me if I said one of my relatives joined the Sloan Family for about four 

months already, and guess what?" 

 

"What is it? Quick, tell us!" 

 

"Hum. She's only a solo ability user, but through her diligent effort, she manages to collect quite a lot of 

contribution points and…" 

 

"And, and?" 

 

"And she can redeem the points for a low-level monster! The boss directly provided the monster for her 

and helped her with the contract!" 

 

Let's not look down on low-level monsters. Most non-tamer ability users couldn't even have one. 

 

The price of a contract scroll was expensive, and the fee to get someone to help them contract monsters 

was even higher. 

 

After all, currently, only the Sloan Family was able to do that, and they wouldn't just help anyone. 

 



Most ability users chose beasts as their contracted companion, but beasts were even more expensive 

than monsters. 

 

Since they're also intelligent, it was harder to take care of a beast than monsters. 

 

The contract fee and contract sheet itself was also expensive. Most solo ability users couldn't afford the 

price. 

 

But this solo ability user in the Sloan Family could get one low-level monster after working hard for only 

months! 

 

The Sloan Family was really generous with their people. 

 

The expensive contract scroll for them was nothing since they had a project with the Billios Family, who 

sold the scrolls. 

 

Not to mention that catching and taming monsters were so easy for the Sloan Family– all thanks to their 

little boss. 

 

"That's not the only benefit. The contribution points can be exchanged for many other items." 

 

"Really? How many?" 

 

"Really. Around 100-200 variants. My older brother even bought a lot and sent the items to our family 

last month!" 

 

Ordinary people usually couldn't get in touch with magical/unique items such as a beast' body part, 

monster's body part, and other natural treasures. 

 

Things that were cheap for Ability Users were really expensive for ordinary people. Yet the items were 

still greatly beneficial for ordinary people. 

 



A lot of ability users came from ordinary families, especially those who weren't born into influential 

families. 

 

They all wanted to give something to their family, but these items alone aren't enough for them, not to 

mention their families. 

 

The forces they worked for also didn't give them these items for free, or let them purchase the item at a 

lower market price. 

 

Only the Sloan Family readily gave these items in exchange for contribution points. 

 

The members received minimum wage, but they could get much more valuable items through 

contribution points. 

 

Not to mention that if they reached a certain point threshold, their status would be 'upgraded', and 

their wage would also rise. 

 

"Right now, the Sloan Family uses a levelling system and then gives different colour badges to different 

members." 

 

Of course, the Sloan Family symbol would be the same for all members regardless whether they served 

the main family or not. 

 

But those working for the branch families would receive an additional badge with the branch family's 

respective animal logo. 

 

Even the virtual badges would be the same. In fact, the members received more virtual badges in the 

family app than in real life. 

 

"It's really interesting. The Sloan Family also issues special missions through the app. It's like playing a 

game…" 

 



The mission hall still sent out daily missions manually, but all the tasks would be recorded in everyone' 

virtual account. 

 

"And so, you can see your mission history in your account. Also, they already upgraded the app to 

prevent hackers from stealing the members' virtual accounts." 

 

Because of this project, the Sloan Family hired a lot of normal and special programmers, opening up 

another job field. 

 

So many people liked the Sloan Family because they absorbed a lot of talents, including ordinary people! 

 

"The members all live in a good dorm. They can also visit their families once a month...really good." 

 

"True true. The Sloan Family even gives compensation for the members' family if the member passes 

away." 

 

Not to mention that the boss fought every war personally, minimising the death rate of the overall mafia 

members. 

 

Such a good family, a good working environment, a good boss...who wouldn't want to follow?? 

 

The Sloan Family was so good that people were jealous of their mafia members! 

Chapter 816 - 'Giving You Earth' 

The Sloan Family was really a good working place, and all of this was thanks to the little boss. 

 

She really cared for her people's safety and happiness, and in return, her people also loved her. 

 

That's why, when Ainsley's birthday arrived, all the members didn't hesitate to find the best gift they 

could find, just to please their little boss. 

 

Even if they had to spend a lot of effort or money, they didn't care. 



 

Their little boss deserved the best! 

 

After the lunch feast ended, the members lined up one by one to give their gifts to Ainsley. 

 

This event took two hours, and many more people could only speak to Ainsley for several seconds 

before they had to leave. 

 

"Boss, this is my gift for you! Hope you like it!" 

 

"Boss, happy birthday!" 

 

"Family head, I make this by hand...I-I hope you will like it!" 

 

There were too many newcomers lately, and Ainsley didn't have time to know their faces or names. 

 

But she used this 'meet and greet' event to know her members' faces and names, slowly getting to know 

the newly added members for the past few months. 

 

As Ainsley continued to receive the gifts, the gifts she got had already piled up at the corner. 

 

The baby had even directly opened some smaller gifts on the spot, but there were still a lot of larger 

gifts, and she couldn't open them just yet. 

 

Of course, the smaller gifts were all pretty and cute, directly grabbing the baby's attention. 

 

"Wow, what a cute keychain! Like it!" 

 

That one is a 3D Cellino cat version keychain. 

 



"Waaahhh, a figurine! How did you even make this??" 

 

That's Ainsley's little figurine when her hair was still short, and she's wearing her famous pink uniform 

while sitting on her throne. 

 

"Huh? What's this? So cute! How did you find it??" 

 

That one was cute accessories, all of them with Cellino's appearance. 

 

Various custom gifts appeared one by one, and Ainsley was greatly surprised. 

 

There were Cellino-pattern blankets, bedsheets, a chibi comic art about her life...life-sized Ava pillow, 

and so on. 

 

The members were really creative when choosing gifts for Ainsley, and Ainsley really liked the gifts. 

 

Although it looked like some sort of idol's merchandise, since all these things were something related to 

her, Ainsley still liked them so much. 

 

"Thank you, thank you. Your handmade doll is really cute!" 

 

"Wow, wow, such a cute necklace!" 

 

"Ahhh, what cute shoes...yes, yes, thank you." 

 

"Ohhhh, a shawl! Thanks~ " 

 

No matter how ordinary the gift was, Ainsley still looked at the gift with sparkling eyes. 

 



These gifts were all thoughtfully chosen by her people...no matter how bad the gift or how ordinary it 

was, Ainsley's heart was full of warmth. 

 

"Thank you, thank you. I'll definitely use it!" 

 

Ainsley received the gifts and arranged them until 3 p.m. It was already teatime, but Ainsley's tea party 

started at four o'clock until six o'clock. 

 

Thus, the baby continued to open her gifts before changing her clothes into a more comfortable one. 

 

Well, the tea party theme was animals...so Ainsley wore a cute short-sleeved white t-shirt with a hoodie. 

 

The t-shirt had Cellino's face on it, and the hoodie had cute cat ears...even the short pants also had a 

cute dangling cat tail. 

 

The indoor shoes were also Cellino plushie doll slippers, looking so cute. 

 

It was finally fifteen minutes before the tea party started, and Cellino finally had time to drag Ainsley 

away to show her the gift he had prepared. 

 

[Meow~ You were so busy with the others, meow! I almost didn't have time to give you my gift!] 

 

Cellino was so irritated that the way he meowed suddenly changed…. 

 

Ainsley couldn't help but smile wryly and followed Cellino to the front garden. 

 

[Okay, okay, don't be mad. Look, I'm here with you. Let's see your gift before the tea party starts, hm?] 

 

Ainsley barely coaxed Cellino with a few sweet words before the duo headed to the garden. 

 



Ever since the mansion was renovated and became bigger than before, the front garden also became 

even larger and more beautiful. 

 

There was even a small pond, and the Sloan Family also had an indoor pool at the top of the mansion! 

 

Cellino's favourite place was, of course, the fish pool near the gate. 

 

The cat happily led Ainsley to the pond and squatted next to the fish pond. 

 

[So...where is the gift?] 

 

Ainsley cautiously asked as she watched Cellino going to the bushes near the pond, seemingly about to 

pull out something. 

 

Don't tell her he hid the gift among the bushes… 

 

[Wait, awooo. It's here, among the bushes! Just wait. I'm pulling the gift box out, awooo!] 

 

In just a few minutes, Cellino dragged a huge box as tall as Ainsley's knee and excitedly pushed the cute 

pink box to Ainsley. 

 

[Open it, awooo!] 

 

He found this item after looking for so long, and he even asked Elliana to wrap up the gift nicely. 

 

He...he really wanted Ainsley to see this gift! 

 

Ainsley was still a bit shocked, but she obediently opened the box' lid, and what came into her view was 

a smooth crystal ball. 

 



However, this crystal ball was massive, and it didn't look like your usual rainbow or transparent crystal. 

 

The crystal was surprisingly full of green and blue, so similar to a particular planet that Ainsley knew 

well. 

 

The baby's eyes instantly reddened as she looked at the ball, which was so similar to her original world's 

planet. 

 

[This...is this...earth? My hometown?] 

 

She did tell Cellino about Earth, about the beautiful blue planet that might be different from the world 

she lived in now. 

 

But she didn't think Cellino would bring her 'Earth'! 

Chapter 817 - 'Live A Happy Life' 

Cellino meowed at Ainsley to answer her. [Awooo! Yes, yes. Isn't this crystal ball similar to your original 

world, awooo?] 

 

One had to know how hard Cellino worked to find this piece of stone. He went on a journey late at night, 

so Ainsley wouldn't suspect anything…. 

 

He had been going out at night for three months in a row, only to find this crystal ball. 

 

The crystal ball's name was called 'Paradise Stone', and it was truly rare. 

 

Not only it was the elven's favourite stones, but it could only appear in some mysterious caves around 

Godlif country. 

 

The crystal ball really did grow up to be so smooth like a ball, and had this pattern. 

 

But among many Paradise Stones, only some of them truly resembled the Earth. 



 

Cellino had searched for the stone all over the country and even almost went abroad! Thankfully, he saw 

one of this size and immediately took it back. 

 

He actually thought of giving a smaller stone so that Ainsley could bring the stone everywhere, but the 

one he found was this big. 

 

What could he do? He could only bring the pretty crystal ball back and packed it into a gift, waiting day 

by day until Ainsley's birthday. 

 

Ainsley listened to Cellino"s story and was really about to cry. 

 

[Cellino...so you actually went out behind my back for several months only to find this stone for me? 

You...how can you be so…] 

 

Ainsley couldn't continue her words. She was really distressed for Cellino's sake, but she's also greatly 

touched. 

 

The baby looked at the basketball-sized crystal ball and felt nostalgia. 

 

'The crystal ball looked like a miniature globe…' 

 

But this one was made of crystal, so it was way better and prettier than your usual globe. 

 

Strangely, the crystal wasn't heavy at all, and it was light! Not to mention that it felt very calming and 

secure around the crystal ball. 

 

The Paradise Stone was also rare and popular because it could help with insomnia, repair energy core's 

injuries, and so on. 

 

Although it could only repair an energy core's injury a tiny bit, it was enough for a lot of ability users. 



 

Especially for those who tend to overuse their energy and end up damaging their energy core, the stone 

was really important! 

 

But Cellino gave it to Ainsley only because the stone's appearance resembles Earth, Ainsley's hometown. 

 

The cat really touched Ainsley's heart, and the baby couldn't help but put down the crystal ball carefully 

before hugging Cellino in her arms. 

 

[Thank you, thank you so much. This is the best gift I ever received!] 

 

Ainsley did want to transmigrate to another world because her life on Earth was too dull and not 

exciting at all. 

 

But she also felt homesick sometimes. 

 

This world was somewhat similar to earth, but with the ability users, fantasy creatures, and all of the 

highly advanced technology reminded her that… 

 

This world isn't Earth anymore. 

 

And sometimes, Ainsley would miss the Earth that she knew. 

 

There were many things not available in this world but very common on Earth, such as food, the culture, 

and so on. 

 

Not to mention that Ainsley lived a mafia life when previously, she was only an ordinary college girl who 

liked to read novels. 

 

Life had been hard when she arrived in this world, and sometimes, she also wanted to be like her old 

self– lazy and carefree. 



 

She would read novels all day, write novels and earn money from writing novels, repeating her life like 

that all day… 

 

It was boring, but it was also good. 

 

Ainsley only realised that after she was thrown into this chaotic world and had no time to rest. She 

didn't even read any novels for the past few months! 

 

The novels here also had a different aesthetic view compared to those on Earth. 

 

Action and fantasy novels were more popular than romance novels. 

 

Even if there were romance novels, most of them would be mafia-themed or fantasy-themed romance. 

 

There was almost no interstellar kind of novel...sci-fi novels weren't that fascinating… 

 

Maybe because this world was already more advanced than Earth, even though the people hadn't 

explored the universe yet. 

 

And the fantasy novels with elves and other non-human races here weren't included as 'fantasy' novels 

anymore. 

 

It became magical realism...or urban tales? 

 

Anyway, the so-called fantasy genre here was surprisingly CEO-like novels that didn't have any trace of 

magic elements! 

 

Ainsley forced herself to adapt to a completely different world in such a short period of time, but when 

she was under pressure, she would always miss Earth and life on Earth. 

 



Sometimes, she wondered if she didn't transmigrate so suddenly, would she still live her carefree yet 

dull life? 

 

It's both good and bad. 

 

But Cellino had soothed her lonely heart with his thoughtful gift. Ainsley only had to look at the crystal 

ball and her longing for Earth would ease a lot. 

 

[Thank you, Cellino. This really means a lot to me.] 

 

After all, this world also imagined other worlds or planets that they didn't know yet, but none of them 

drew Earth just like the original appearance. 

 

Many planets or 'worlds' in these people' minds were not like Earth at all. And so, there's no way Ainsley 

could find a trace of Earth in this world. 

 

Cellino could sense Ainsley's melancholic mood but he said nothing and only rubbed his cheek onto the 

baby's face intimately. 

 

[Awooo! You're welcome, awooo! I hope you won't be lonely and will always be happy!] 

 

Ainsley, who didn't know whether she would suddenly go back to her world or not, nodded at Cellino 

with a teary smile. 

 

[Yes. I'll live a happy life here with all of you!] 

Chapter 818 - 'Giving You An All purpose Teleportal' 

After that small episode with Cellino, Ainsley went back to the mansion and changed her clothes before 

heading to the rose garden in the mansion's left area. 

 

The clothes Ainsley wore was precisely the one Marietta gave to her as her birthday gift. 

 



This time, the tea party only invited non-Sloan Family members who were close to Ainsley. 

 

So, Grandpa Yofan and the others went back to Ainsley's private storage house to help her sort the 

birthday gifts she had just received. 

 

When Ainsley entered the rose garden, the guests had already arrived one by one. 

 

All of them wore clothes fitting for a tea party, looking fresh and lively. 

 

There were many small tables around the garden, and one table could fit four people at once. 

 

Since Ainsley had quite a lot of close people, the tables gathered were around ten or so. 

 

The rose garden itself was really beautiful, with colourful roses and small fish ponds. 

 

The rose garden was also not far from the lake, so, from this distance, one could see the wide blue and 

clear lake. 

 

There were many gazebos around the lake, and countless boats were also parked there. 

 

Ainsley had prepared the night banquet to start with a boat party before heading back to the mansion's 

guest hall. 

 

The boat Ainsley had were a lot, but many of them were small and pretty boats that could only fit two to 

four people. 

 

Of course, for the boat party at night, the family had bought a huge, luxury yacht to roam around the 

huge lake. 

 

Ainsley even put some water monsters and beasts that she had tamed into the lake. Not to mention 

many rare water plants...the lake was truly beautiful. 



 

The tea party guests could enjoy the lake scenery without stepping onto the boats simply by sitting on 

their seats, surrounded by pretty roses and green bushes. 

 

It looked like a scene from a fairytale! 

 

The five children, the only children invited to this tea party, aside from Finley, the 'uninvited' guest, were 

so excited about the tea party. 

 

When they saw Ainsley entering the rose garden while wearing that unique green dress made of soft 

leaves and vines, they couldn't help but stand up and surround the baby. 

 

"Little Ain! Happy birthday!" 

 

"Happy birthday. Your tea party is really beautiful." 

 

"Right, right! My family also has a lake, but I think it's not as big as yours! Yours look like a natural lake!" 

 

"And your rose garden is also beautiful...like a fairytale garden. The roses here are all rare roses, right?" 

 

Ainsley smiled at the chattering children and calmly replied to them one by one. 

 

"Hehehe, it's all thanks to my people. I have never cared too much about the mansion's layout, but my 

people work hard to expand the layout and even design it." 

 

After praising her people, Ainsley then started to talk to her friends while her friends stuffed her with 

gifts. 

 

"Ain, I just saw a cruiser in the middle of your lake. I also bought you a yacht….smaller than that one, but 

it's pink!" 

 



Azkar boasted about his gift and directly handed a small space storage ring to Ainsley's palm. 

 

The yacht was stored inside. 

 

The others also began to hand their gifts to Ainsley and boasted about it, not wanting to be outdone by 

their friends. 

 

Seeing the children socialising happily, the adults invited to the tea party had a smile on their faces. 

 

Only Evan and Jake silently peeked at Finley, who was left alone beside Evan. 

 

"Say, son. How come you didn't join their circle? And there's no private invitation for you while those 

children all got one." 

 

The five children got their own invitations even when their parents also received the tea party invitation 

as the Téssera Alliance members. 

 

Finley smiled wryly and shook his head. 

 

"She's not that familiar with me yet. For her to agree with you to bring me to this party...it is already 

good progress, dad." 

 

Jake and Evan listened to the boy's bitter voice of tone and suddenly sympathised with the boy… 

 

"Oh, anyway, I'm sure you will visit her at night or something using your fairy identity. Am I right?" 

 

Jake winked at Finley as he looked at the friends he brought to this party. 

 

There were many non-human races here, and their appearance had greatly shocked the five children 

before Ainsley came. 



 

But Ainsley hadn't seen them yet since other guests were also crowding them right now. 

 

Finley also glanced at the crowd and snorted. 

 

"You're right, uncle. If I don't go see her tonight with my fairy identity, how am I fit to be her friend?" 

 

Well, Finley just wanted Ainsley to remember Finnie, the library fairy and wouldn't let her forget his 

existence. 

 

Although he was far away from the baby and had to remain at the Academy most of the time, he still 

wanted to be involved in the baby's life. 

 

Jake chuckled at Finley's reply and then started to approach Ainsley. 

 

The rest of the adults noticed Jake's movement and also tagged along to greet the birthday girl. 

 

"Happy birthday, little Ain. I don't know what to give you, so I decide to give a Teleportal and place it at 

your mansion. How is it?" 

 

Jake had just greeted Ainsley and had already dropped a bomb. 

 

"I set up the Teleportal to be able to go everywhere, as long as there are Teleportals, but other 

Teleportals can't come to yours." 

 

Ainsley almost choked at Jake's casual words. 

 

Such a grand gift! That's Teleportal, you know?! 

 

In Godlif Country, only the government and the Billios Family had the technology to produce it. 



 

Although the Billios Family's Teleportal family was actually illegal, but… 

 

It's still THAT Teleportal, okay?! 

Chapter 819 - 'Seeing The Future As A Gift' 

Even Ainsley thought that she would only get one Teleportal for her Pandora Island, and the purpose 

was purely for business. 

 

Yet Jake directly gifted her a Teleportal that could go anywhere as long as there were Teleportals 

produced by the Billios Family's company! 

 

Jake had started to export his Teleportal that his family made by collaborating with the dwarves to other 

human countries. 

 

If Ainsley could go anywhere with Billios Teleportal… 

 

Ainsley couldn't imagine the gift's significance, and she had to look at Jake with a new light. 

 

"This gift is too expensive…" Ainsley subconsciously wanted to refuse, but Jake's laughter stopped her. 

 

"It's okay, i's okay. It's not as expensive as you think. The projects and all other benefits you bring to me 

is way more expensive than a Teleportal." 

 

Jake was being honest. Ainsley had really brought him so much benefit and connections. 

 

The Billios Family had been stuck and hadn't developed new business opportunities for decades. 

 

But Ainsley had always brought him unexpected business opportunities. 

 

First, the potion auctions. 



 

Even up to now, the Sloan Family's monthly potion auction was still wildly popular even when they only 

sold five bottles of potion each auction. 

 

The Billios Family had a privilege to buy some batch of potions to be sold out of the continent to other 

non-human races. 

 

This opened a new business opportunity for them. 

 

Second, the monster-taming service. 

 

Although it wasn't popularized yet because Ainsley was waiting for her guild to be established, the Billios 

Family got tons of benefits from this business. 

 

They're not the seller, they're only buyers, but it increased their military strength by a notch. 

 

Many Billios Family members were surprised and excited about this change. 

 

Third, the inheritance stone's mine! That island project might be the biggest project the Billios Family 

had in the last few decades. 

 

The Port Island project back then wasn't as big as Pandora Island. 

 

After all, Pandora Island was too special, while Port Island has nothing special other than its 

geographical advantage. 

 

For the Billios Family to be able to invest in the island project and even got their hands on the 

inheritance stone business… 

 

The elders at the family had fainted from too much excitement. In fact, they even urged Jake to 'kidnap' 

Ainsley… 



 

Jake smiled at Ainsley and chuckled. 

 

"Anyway, don't be too pressured. It's just a Teleportal. Although it's hard to make, it's actually not that 

expensive." 

 

Since Jake had a relationship with the dwarves, it wasn't that hard to make Teleportals. 

 

However, there were only a small number of Teleportals because the materials needed were too scarce. 

 

After all, it involved the law of space, and anything that touched the four supreme nature laws would 

always be rare and precious. 

 

Hearing Jake's words, Ainsley felt it wouldn't be good to keep refusing. Thus, the baby smiled happily 

and hugged Jake's arm. 

 

"Okay, then. Thanks, Jake! I really like it! Hehehe." 

 

The girl's smile was about to spill out of her face, making her five little best friends, Finley, Evan, and the 

other guild leaders, jealous of Jake. 

 

Their gifts aren't as exciting as Jake's gifts! 

 

But Evan didn't want to be outdone and immediately looked at Ainsley with his stoic face. 

 

"My gift is nothing serious, but I can ask my fairy to give you divination. You can ask anything, just one 

thing, though." 

 

In other words, Ainsley could see the future once. 

 



No matter what kind of future she wanted to see, Percival could do it for her, and Evan would bear the 

cost of the divination. 

 

Ainsley was instantly dumbfounded. She looked up at the middle-aged man in surprise. 

 

"R-really?? B-but I heard that using a royal fairy's special power requires an equal price to pay…" 

 

Seeing the future once...that's a big deal, okay?? 

 

She could save up this one favour and asked Evan to help her when she was in danger and was unsure 

about the future. 

 

What a gift! It's priceless! 

 

Evan shook his head and eased up his tone a bit. "It's okay. The price to pay isn't that terrible, anyway." 

 

No one knew what kind of price these people with a royal fairy as their contract companions had to pay, 

but most people thought that it would be something super important. 

 

But in fact...for those who were so close to their contract companions, sometimes, their companions 

didn't ask exorbitant prices. 

 

Take a look at Chronos. He once helped Finley, and the price he wanted was only to go on a date with 

the fairy of space– Aetheria. 

 

Chronos did cut another ten years or so lifespan when Finley transferred his lifespan to Ainsley, 

though…. 

 

But most of the time, when Finley sent Chronos to freeze the entire Sloan Family's time, Chronos only 

asked Finley to give him rare materials that couldn't be found in the fairy world. 

 



It depended on the royal fairy's strength and whether their human companion's wishes went against the 

law of the world or not. 

 

For example, when Finley turned back time almost a decade away, his mother's life became a sacrifice, 

and now, he couldn't see his mother at all. 

 

Speaking of Finley's mother, Evan hadn't been able to find her reincarnation at the capital. It seemed as 

if she just suddenly disappeared. 

 

Because of this, Evan would frequently travel around with Jake, hoping to find his wife's reincarnation. 

 

Go back to Evan's gift. Ainsley was really overwhelmed by the favours these bigshots showed her. 

 

It was only her fourth birthday...what about the fifth, the sixth, seventh, and so on? 

 

When she reached ten years old….she would make an official social debut… 

 

Would these people give her an island or something?? 

 

Ainsley even thought that they might even give her a star on her sweet seventeen! 

Chapter 820 - 'The Big Shots' Shocking Gifts' 

Ainsley didn't know why these people were so enthusiastic when it was only her fourth birthday, 

nothing special. 

 

But the big shots thought that it was Ainsley's first birthday that she celebrated. 

 

Before this, the baby had never held any parties..and it was actually pitiful. 

 

Thus, for these big shots, Ainsley's 4th birthday was as meaningful as her social debut later on. 

 



At first, Ainsley also wanted to refuse Evan's gift, but when looking at the uncle's sincere eyes, Ainsley 

relented. 

 

"O-okay, I'll receive the gift. Thank you so much, uncle!" 

 

After the two big shots gave Ainsley heavyweight gifts, the rest of the guests started to swarm and gave 

Ainsley tons of gifts. 

 

The duo guild leaders of the tamers guild gave Ainsley many things related to monsters and beasts' 

evolution materials. 

 

With the materials they gathered, Ava would soon become as strong as Zilla, and even Cellino would be 

able to talk in human language even when he's still in his beast or cat form! 

 

Ainsley happily received the gifts while also looking at Geraldine, the Alchemist guild master. 

 

The old grandpa gave Ainsley secret potion recipes that could be considered a heirloom. 

 

It was really, really precious! 

 

"This– I can't receive this recipe. It's too precious– " 

 

"Just take it." Geraldine casually waved his hand. 

 

"None of us can make this potion for a long tone, anyway. No alchemist has the right alchemist ability to 

make it." 

 

Might as well give it to Ainsley and see if Axelle could make the potion! 

 

The potion recipe that Ainsley received was a revolution potion that would be effective to all kinds of 

races, as long as they're not otherworldly creatures. 



 

With this revolution potion could greatly change the races' genes, promoting them to be a better race. 

 

Their lifespan would be longer than before, they would be stronger, and so on. 

 

It was really a miracle potion! 

 

Since Geraldine said that the recipe wasn't useful to the alchemist guild despite its value, Ainsley 

generously accepted the recipe. 

 

"Okay, then, thank you grandpa. I'll ask my family's alchemist to make this potion. See if he can make it 

or not." 

 

After Geraldine, the shaman guild leader, Riemman, also gave Ainsley a generous gift… 

 

It turned out to be a Shamanic Spirit Stone that could allow a shaman to use more than one special 

ability belonging to their contracted spirit! 

 

Zev had never planned to let Ainsley use another Godfather's ability aside from the blood manipulation 

one. 

 

But with Riemman's gift, Ainsley could actually choose another ability to use when the Godfather 

possessed her. 

 

In the end, she would have additional ability, branching out of the shaman ability! 

 

Ainsley was so excited at the rare material that she almost kissed the item on the spot. 

 

"T-thank you, grandma! Thanks!" 

 



The Godfather and Zev weren't here. If they were here...they would absolutely reject that kind of gift. 

 

They didn't want to turn Ainsley into a fighting machine! 

 

But the baby was happy to get another cheat– well, another ability to protect herself. 

 

She lacked defensive ability, and although according to Zev, she still had one more ability slot… 

 

Isn't it nice to have another type of ability such as speed-type or camouflage ability? 

 

After all, she already had charm type ability, super offensive type ability, a slightly all-rounded ability, 

and detection ability. 

 

The blood manipulation ability could almost be all-rounded, but Ainsley wanted genuine healing or 

defensive ability, plus speed-type or camouflage type ability. 

 

After all, the healing status and other buff added to the blood manipulation ability only existed when 

she used the blood dome, and it needed too much blood. 

 

She also thought that she could only use the blood dome when she's fighting a large-scale war. 

 

It seemed that almost all her abilities were only suitable for large-scale fighting and not individual 

fighting… 

 

There were many other specialities that she didn't have, and sometimes, Ainsley was a bit greedy and 

wanted those kinds of 'specialist' abilities. 

 

She couldn't wait to see the Godfather and picked one more ability to possess! 

 

After Rie, it was Cain's turn to give something to Ainsley. 



 

The mysterious man was the summoner guild master, and he actually didn't have anything special to 

give. 

 

And so, relying on his identity as the rare soul summoned, the mysterious man threw out shocking 

words. 

 

"...will let you summon...any souls...once." 

 

! 

 

Any souls? Any type of souls?! 

 

Cain was also an otherworldly type, so it means the ones he could summon would be strange, 

otherworldly souls. 

 

But for Ainsley, who came from another world, this type of offer was really good. 

 

Now that she didn't need a soul healer anymore, she actually wanted to summon a soul… 

 

Yes. It is the original Ainsley's soul. 

 

Since the baby's soul was replaced, it should mean that the original Ainsley became an otherworldly soul 

instead, right? 

 

Although Ain didn't know where the original soul went, she still wanted to find her. 

 

Or maybe she could summon...the Godfather's soul. 

 



After all, since his spirit was here, his soul should still be here, but he was counted as an otherworldly 

being. 

 

Ainsley knew that some spirits couldn't reincarnate because their souls were still trapped in this world. 

 

Other spirits' souls might already go to the underworld, but because they had a strong resentment or 

wishes they hadn't fulfilled... 

 

They became spirits and stayed in this world. 

 

Ainsley didn't know which type the Godfather belonged to, but if it's the first... 

 

She could use Cain's favor to summon the Godfather's soul and somehow save him? 

 

Ainsley looked at Cain and nodded solemnly. 

 

"Thank you for the gift, Grandpa. I will contact you if I want to use up the favor." 

 

This is a ticket that might save the Godfather! 

 


